
Class lll

*ট�নট� িন আর িবড়া�লর কথা*

*�ানমূলক ��াবিল*

1. �ব�ন ছাড়া আর ও ক�য়কিট সবিজর নাম ব�লা।

*উওরঃ* �ব�ন ছাড়া আর ও ক�য়কিট সবিজর নাম হলআলু, পটল, কুম�ড়া।

2. �কান �কান গা�ছর গা�য় কাঁটা থা�ক?

*উওরঃ* ক�াকটাস ফনীমনসা গা�ছর গা�য় কাঁটা থা�ক।

3. পািখরা কীভা�ব তা�দর বাসা বানায়?

*উওরঃ* পািখরা খড়কু�টা িদ�য় বাসা বানায়।

4. ক�য়কিট �পাষা প�র নাম ব�লা।

*উওরঃ* ক�য়কিট �পাষা প�র নাম গ�, ছাগল, কুকুর ইত�ািদ।

5. িবড়া�লর �ভাব �কমন?

*উওরঃ* িবড়া�লর �ভাব হল দ�ুু �কৃিতর।

*�বাধমলূক ��াবিল*

1. সমস�ায় পড়�লআমরা কী কী কির?

*উওরঃ* সমস�ায় পড়�লআমরা �সই সমস�া সমাধা�নর �চ�া কির। �সই সমস�া �থ�ক �বর হওয়ার পথ খঁু�জ
�বর কির।

2. কা�রা কা�জ খুিশ হ�য় আমরা �শংসা কির নািক িন�া কির?

*উওরঃ* কা�রা কা�জ খুিশ হ�য় আমরা তার �শংসা কির ।

3. �কান প�থ কায�িসি� সহজ হয় - �শংসা নািক িন�া?

*উওরঃ* সবসময় মান�ুষর �শংসা কর�লইআম�দর য�থাপযু� কায�িসি� হয়।



*��য়াগমলূক ��াবিল*

1. ক) ট�নট� িন পািখ �কাথায় বাসা �বঁ�ধ�ছ?

*উওরঃ* ট�নট� িন পািখ �ব�ন গা�ছর ডা�ল বাসা �বঁ�ধ�ছ।

খ) ট�নট� িনর বাসায় কী িছল?

*উওরঃ* ট�নট� িনর বাসায় তার �ছাট �ছাট িতনিট বা�া িছল।

গ) িবড়াল �রাজ ট�নট� িনর কা�ছ আসত �কন?

*উওরঃ* িবড়াল �রাজ ট�নট� িনর কা�ছআসত তার বা�া�িল�ক খাবার জন�।

ঘ) িবড়া�লর হাত �থ�ক ছানা�িল�ক বাঁচা�নার জ�ন� ট�নট� িন িক করত?

*উওরঃ* িবড়া�লর হাত �থ�ক ছানা�িল�ক বাঁচা�নার জ�ন� ট�নট� িন সবসময় তার �শংসা করত।

ঙ) কখন ট�নট� িন িবড়াল�ক ল�ীছাড়ী বলল?

*উওরঃ* ট�নট� িনর বা�া�িল যখন উ�ড় িগ�য় তালগা�ছর ডা�ল িগ�য় বসল তখন ট�নট� িন িবড়াল�ক ল�ীছাড়ী
বলল।

চ)অব�শ�ষ িবড়া�লর কী অব�া হল?

*উওরঃ* অব�শ�ষ িবড়াল ট�নট� িনর ছানা�িল �খ�ত পারল না খািল �ব�ন কাঁটার �খাঁচা �খ�য় নাকাল হ�য়
ঘ�র িফরল।

*শূণ��ান পূরণ ক�রাঃ*

তারা *উড়�ত* পা�র না, �চাখও *�মল�ত* পা�র না। খািল *হাঁ* ক�রআর *চ�* *চ�* ক�র।

এখন ট�নট� িনর *ছানা* ব�ড়া হ�য়�ছ, তা�দর সু�র *পাখা* হ�য়�ছ। তারা আর *�চাখ বু�জ* থা�ক না ।

*দ�ুু* িবড়াল দাঁত িখঁিচ�য় লািফ�য় *গা�ছ* উ�ঠ, *ট�নট� িন�ক* ধর�ত পারল না, *ছানাও* �খ�ত �পল না।

*এক কথায় উওর দাও*

ক) গৃহ��র ঘ�রর িপছ�ন কী গাছ?



*উওরঃ* গৃহ��র ঘ�রর িপছ�ন �ব�ন গাছ।

খ) ট�নট� িনর কয়িট ছানা?

*উওরঃ* ট�নট� িনর িতনিট ছানা।

গ) �ক ভারী দ�ুু ?

*উওরঃ* িবড়াল ভারী দ�ুু।

ঘ) �ণাম হই, মহারািন- এ কথা �ক বলত?

*উওরঃ* ট�নট� িন বলত।

ঙ) ট�নট� িনর ছানারা উ�ড় িগ�য় �কাথায় বসল?

*উওরঃ* তালগা�ছর ডা�ল।

চ) �ব�ন কাঁটার �খাঁচা �খল �ক?

*উওরঃ* িবড়াল।

----×-----



Class 3 subject -English -l 

Chapter-1        Rekha’s new friend 

 

A. Complete these sentences. 

 

1. The class was excited because  

Ans it was the first day of class 3. 

 

2. Rekha was sad because  

Ans her best friend Manu had left the school. 

 

3. The new girl, Alice ,had come from  

AnsBangkok. 

 

4. The teacher asked Rekha to  

Ans Introduce Alice to everyone. 

 

5. Alice enjoyed  

Ans. The music and dance classes. 

 

B. Answer these questions. 

 

1. Ans : The class teacher name was Ms Anita Tawang. 

 

2. Ans: Alice was Rekha’s new friend. 
 

3. Ans: Alice was worried because she does not have any friend. 

 

4. Ans: Alice liked about the school is so big and she enjoy the music and dance classes. 

 

5. Ans: Rekha brought some idlis for lunch. 

 

6. Ans: Alice brought some pasta and fruit for lunch. 

 

C. Number these sentences in the correct order. 

 

1. Everyone was excited to be in class 3. 

2. Rekha was feeling sad. 

3. She was missing her friend Manu. 

4. A new girl joined their class. 

5. MsTawang asked Rekha to introduce Alice to everyone. 

 



SUBJECT- ENGLISH I 

CH- 2_ THE LITTLE RED KITE 

CLASS 3  

READ AND UNDERSTANDING 

A. Tick (√) the following answers. 

1. It was a perfect day for flying kites because 

c. it was a clear and breezy day 

2. The little red kite trembled because it was 

a. Afraid of failing 

3. The red kite felt very excited when 

b. It started flying 

4. All the other kite 

a. Welcomed the red kite 

5. The purple kite was 

c .a huge kite 

B. Answer the questions. 

1. How were Hari and Ravi’s kites different? 

Ans- Hari had a little red kite whereas Ravi had a big green and yellow kite. 

2. Which sentence tells you that the little red kite was afraid? 

Ans- The sentence, “I’m so afraid! I might fall on a sharp branch or a cruel get hurt!”tells us that the little red kite was afraid. 

3. Why did Mini jump high? What did she tell the kite? 

Ans- Mini jumped high because she wanted the kite to fly high. She told the kite not to feel scared. 

4. How did the kite feel when it started flying? 

Ans- The kite felt very excited when it started flying. 

5. Why did Ravi’s kite call the purple kite a ‘monster’? 

Ans- Ravi’s kite called the purple kite a monster because it was a huge and could hurt the smaller kite. 
C.  DISCUSS IN THE CLASS 

1. What kind of a day is good for flying kites? 

Ans- The perfect day for flying kite is when the sky is clear and breezy day. 

2. What did the little red kite not want to fly at first? 

Ans- The little red kite did not want to fly at first because it was afraid of sharp branch and cruel thorn. 

               WORD WISE 

D. Find words from the story that mean the opposite of these words. 

Rise  -fall Blunt –sharp low – high pull – push far – near below – above  cruel- kind little – huge 

 

E. Match the columns. 

1. Sit  under a tree 

2. Play tennis 

3. Ride a bicycle 

4. Run  around 

F. Unscramble the jumbled words. 

SSGRA –GRASS  TEKI – KITE LUERC – CRUEL  SHUB – BUSH   PLEPUR – PURPLE KYS -SKY 

    

               



Class:3 English:2 Chapter: 2

A. What is a sentence? Give example

Ans: A sentence is a group of words that makes complete sense.

Eg: I like sweet mangoes

B. Tick those group of words which are sentences:

1. X

2. X

3. ✓
4. X

5. X

6. X

7. ✓
8. X

9. ✓
10. ✓
C. Fill in the blanks with there is or there are:

Vikas has a beautiful room. His bed is on the left. There are

are two framed photographs above his bed. These are the photographs of his

parents. There is a table to the right of the bed. And there is a chair near the table.

There is a book rack nearvthe table and there are many nooks lying in the rack. There is also

a small lawn outside vikas room.

D. Rewrite these group of words as sentence.

1. There was a beautiful princess in Nepal.

2. She was interested in dance and music.



3. The king arranged a dance teacher for her.

4. Soon the princess beacame world famouse dancer.

5. Her fame spread far and wide.



                   CHAPTER-1    MY FAMILY 

                    Class 3        Subject- E. V. S 

EXERCISES 

A. Who is the 

1. Tallest?   Father 

2. Shortest?  Sister 

3. Eldest?  Grandfather 

4. Youngest?  Brother 

5. Heaviest?  Father 

6. Lightest?  Brother 

B. Who has the 

1. Loudest voice?  Mother 

2. Softest?  Grandmother 

C. Who  

1. Laughs the loudest?  Sister 

2. Cries the loudest?  Sister 

3. Is the book cook?  Mother 
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4. Has the longest hair?  Aunty 

5. Runs the fastest?  Brother 

6. Draws the best?  Brother 

1) Choose the correct answer.  

I. Shyam's family has 3 members – his father, mother and shyam. 

Shyam's family is a: 

a) Small family 

II. Arushi’s2 uncles and 2 aunts stay with her. Arushi's family is a: 

b) Joint family 

III. Your father's sister is your: 

a. Aunt 

IV. Two brothers who look exactly alike are called : 

d.Twin 

2.  What is a family?  

Ans: A family is a group consisting of parents and children living 

together in a house.  

3. What is a joint family?  

Ans: A big family is called joint family.  
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4. Answer these questions about your family.  

a. How many people are there in your family? 

       Ans: There are 4 people in my family.  

b. Who cooks food in your family?  

      Ans: My mother cooks food in our family. 

c. Who washes the clothes?  

     Ans: My mother washes the clothes.  

d. Who helps you in doing your homework?  

      Ans: My father helps me in doing my homework.  

e. Where does your father works?  

     Ans: My father works in Army/Teacher. 

f. Where does your mother works?  

      Ans: My mother works at home.  

g. In what ways do you help your parents at home?  

    Ans: By keeping my room clean and filling water in the bottle.  

h. Write five sentences about your family?  

Ans: 
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i. My family is a small family.  

ii. We help each other.  

iii. Together we clean the house 

iv. My mother cooks food for everyone.  

v. We are a happy family.  

 

Hots Questions 

Your father’s wife’s daughter is your sister 

Your mother’s brother’s son is your cousin 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Parts Of My Body 

Chapter -2   class 3 

             Subject- E. V. S 

 

Exercise 

1.  Choose the correct answer.  

I. You can throw with your: 

b. Hands 

II. To work properly, all sense organs need this internal organ: 

              d. Brain 

III. You can taste with your: 

    c. Tongue 

       IV. You can feel hot and cold with your hands because your hands have: 

 c. Skin 

2.write  ‘E' for external and ‘I' for internal part of the body.  

a. Head= E       b. Brain= I      c. Eyes=E 

d. Ears =Ee. Chest= E       f. Heart=I 

3.Put √ for true and × for false.  

a. Your body has only four internal parts. × 

b. The sense organs are external parts of your body.  

√ 

c. You can see with your eyes without the help of the brain. 

× 

d. You can taste with your teeth.  

× 

4. You have a football. Write which part of your body you will use for the following.  

a. Throw the football:Hands 

b. Kick the football:Legs 

c. Tell the colour of the football:Eyes 

d. Tell if the football is rough or smooth:Skin 

5. Which sense organ will you use to tell the following?  

Across 

a. The chocolate is sweet 



= Tongue 

d) The music is nice 

= Ears 

Down 

b. The cake in the oven is burning 

=Nose 

c. The room is dark 

= Eyes 

 

    e) The milk in the cup is hot 

= skin 

6. Why are hands, eyes, head and chest called external parts of the body?  

 Some parts that can be seen are called external parts of the body.  

7. What are sense organs? Name them.  

 A parts of the body that help us perceive and respond to our surrounding.  

Five sense organs are, Eyes, Ears, Nose, Tongue, and Skin. 

8. Which internal part of the body helps all 

sense organs to do their job?  

 Brain is the internal part of the body that helps all sense organs to do their job.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 



 



Looking After My Body    Chapter-3 

Class -3 Subject – E. V. S 

Exercise 

1.Choose the correct answer.  

I. Cavities form in your _____ if you do not keep them clean.  

c. Teeth 

II. Which of these is not healthy?  

c. Eating one kind of food every day 

III. Living things that harm us, but are so small that we cannot see them are: 

a. Germs 

IV. Which of these must be done every day to remain healthy?  

c. Exercise 

2. Put (√) for true and (×) for false.  

a. You will find moregerms in a dirty place than in a clean place. (√)  

b. You should brush your teeth once a day. (×)  

c. Exercising daily makes you feel tired and is bad for  your body.(×)  

d. You cannot see germs because  they hide when they see you. (×)  

3.Fill in the blanks.  

a. You should take a bath everyday with soap  and water.  

b. If you do not clean your teeth properly, small holes called cavitieswill form in them.  

c. You must wash your hands thoroughly with soap and water after you go to the toilet.  

d. When you walk or sit, your back should be straight.  

4. Match the body parts with what you will use to keep it clean.  

a. Teeth                 shampoo( b)  

b. Hair                    nailcutter(d)  

c. Hands             toothbrush(a)  

d. Fingernails        soap and water(c)  

5. What are germs?  

 Germs are tiny organisms that can cause infection.  



6. Name three diseases you can get from germs?  

 Three diseases are sore throat, cold, and upset stomach.  

7. Why should you keep yourself clean?  

 We should keep  ourselves clean because if germs get inside our body we may fall ill. 

8. Why do your parents and teachers always tell you to keep your nails short and clean?  

 We should keep our nails short and clean because dirt gets collected in our fingernails and it 

can go inside our body when we eat with our hands.  

9. Why is rinsing your mouth and brushing your teeth so important?  

 Because when we eat, food gets stuck between our teeth thatattracts germs andform cavities.  

10. How can you keep your hair clean?  

 We can keep our hair clean by combing and washing regularly with shampoo.  
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